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How To Use This Catalog

This catalog is designed to help you take control of your vehicle program and develop 
better schedules and budgets. We encourage you to use the prices quoted and lead times 
as reasonable estimates. As with any estimate, the prices and lead times may need to be 
adjusted somewhat to accommodate your specific requirements and timing. Please contact 
us with your specific requirements and will provide you a complete quote with timing and 
costing details.

This catalog is intended to be guide and does not include all the services Automotive 
Technology Group can provide. Please contact us with your program requirements for a 
free consultation.

A New Process of Building Concept Cars

While we are in the business of building show cars, we place a strong emphasis  on 
supplying a process to enable our customers to build better show cars. This process gives 
the automotive OEM the control and means to reduce costs, reduce lead times and 
manufacture a higher quality show car that can be leveraged to kick start a production 
program. This process includes techniques like pre-engineering and modular assembly. 
While these are not new concepts, they are new to the automotive concept industry. We 
will work with your team to ensure these techniques benefit you and your program.

Reduce Costs
When you have a solid plan, you reduce costs. You can then proactively choose the right 
components, people and tools for the job to ensure a better outcome.

Achieve Better Quality
Quality is a result of careful planning and attention to detail, neither of which can be 
accomplished “on-the-fly.” The concept of pre-engineering allows you to identify trouble 
spots before work begins so that a quality solution can be found and initiated from the start.

Reduce Lead Times
Lead time are reduced when everyone in the team knows what the goal is and are working 
together in a concerted effort to achieve that goal. By having the outcome defined at the 
onset and documentation to support it, multiple vendors and standard components can be 
used to significantly reduce lead times and risk.

Maintain Control
Control allows you to better plan for success and achieve a desired outcome. By exercising 
the techniques of pre-engineering and modular assembly you can design, engineer and 
assemble a concept car in house. In addition, the studio now controls the engineering data, 
which upon successful completion of the concept car can be transferred to the production 
group to reduce new product time to market.
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Pre-Engineering Concept Explained

Early on we realized that the automotive concept business is a unique animal. The world’s 
best designers create breathtaking sketches and renderings and then bring those 
sketches, occasionally accompanied by some Alias data, to the local concept car 
manufacturer. The Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) then writes a big check and 
hopes for the best. Usually you get 80% of what you wanted, most of it works, and if the 
vehicle is successful, you have no engineering data to start your production engineering.

Pre-engineering provides you with control, period. It allows you to work through any difficult 
technical challenges and ensure there are no surprises. As you will have a more accurate 
understanding of vehicle architecture and will be able to use off-the-shelf components, you 
will achieve improved reliability and reduce overall costs. By embracing the idea of modular 
construction you will also increase your ability to manufacture a larger number of models 
and concept cars in house—giving you total control.

Modular Concept Building

A significant portion of concept car and design model manufacturing can now be done in 
house using our modular system approach. Throughout this catalog we have defined kits 
that address the areas where most builders have difficulties. You can now purchase these 
systems ready to install at your facility. These areas include chassis/armatures, 
suspension, steering, brakes, electronics and lighting. In addition, we include pricing and 
lead time information to help you schedule and budget your critical programs. 1
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Engineering,  Project Management and Development Services

Engineering 

ATG provides complete vehicle engineering for concept cars, pre-production vehicles 
and race cars. We manage the whole engineering process from initial concept 
engineering with design and feasibility studies, through styling and clay modeling to 
body and chassis design, prototype build and vehicle validation and certification. Our 
team has extensive production and manufacturing experience and can assist your 
program during the transition from the design team to the production group. 

Our turnkey capability brings together expertise in vehicle design, vehicle 
engineering, parts sourcing and manufacturing. Vehicle manufacturers can use our 
specific expertise in chassis development, as well as our experienced vehicle 
dynamics team, to develop class-leading vehicles that can enhance the image and 
brand. At the same time, we help our clients to complete projects in shorter time 
frames and at reduced budgets.

Project Management

Our project management relies heavily on the use of Microsoft Project and the 
experience of our  team. We have been involved in more than 25 concept car builds 
and low volume manufacturing and up-fitting programs. You can benefit from our 
assistance in the development of timelines, budgets and manufacturing plans, 
including: build sequence, bill of materials (BOM) generation, and vendor 
management. We have established technical and supplier relationships in the 
industry that can be leveraged to benefit your programs.

Development and Testing Services

Our experience in motorsport has provided a foundation for vehicle development and 
measurement. Vehicles can be out fitted with advanced data systems for the 
collection and analysis of performance data or evaluated subjectively based on your 
pre-defined criteria. A wide variety of tests can be performed on closed circuits or 
public highways to ascertain the information you require. We handle all logistics of 
the vehicle and test team transportation to and from the test facility. All results will be 
provided in report format for your records along with any and all data collected.
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Composite Structure Engineering and Tooling

The quality of the product and the ability to properly and profitably produce it begin with 
tooling. As a result, accurate and practical tooling is a top priority at ATG.

ATG has years of experience designing and fabricating, tooling and fixtures. This 
experience ensures a cost-effective approach to manufacturing which assures the 
interchangeability of parts. Our experienced design engineers work in conjunction with our 
shop floor technicians to bring a balanced approach to tooling design.

Working with Alias or Catia surface data we create composite tooling for CNC milling or 
hand shaping. The tooling is carefully engineered with consideration given to the specific 
component manufacturing technique and material. Our tooling has been used for auto 
glass, carbon fiber and fiberglass structures, urethane injection molding, SLA, vacuum 
forming, roto-molding and resin infusion molding. We can provide data for CNC tool path 
generation, SLA and rapid prototyping, and laser or water jet cutting.

In addition, aluminum skinned honeycomb panels for use as shear panels in advanced 
chassis construction are engineered for accurate production including laser or water jet 
cutting to your dimensions. Inserts are designed into the structures to optimize load paths 
and ensure quality.
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Chassis and Armatures

Showcar Chassis Engineering and Manufacturing

ATG’s chassis engineering has been finely honed by working on some of the most 
advanced race cars currently on the race track. Our steel space frames, designed to use 
bonded and riveted shear panels, increase stiffness and reliability. When applied to 
concept car chassis and armatures, it results in an extremely strong frame that help models 
endure the show circuit while reducing weight to improve vehicle performance and 
maneuverability. Chassis for running or non-running vehicles are available. Chassis will be 
engineered using Catia V5 and manufactured in house.

Typical Lead Time: Varies based on customer requirements
Cost: Varies based on customer requirements

Option 1: A rigid towing arm attached to the front of the vehicle chassis can be provided 
for non-running show cars that will allow the vehicle to be pulled to simulate 
the vehicle in motion.

Clay Model /Hard Model / See Through Model Armature

The Armature assembly consists of a frame engineered to the correct size for the model 
from your provided data. The Armature is manufactured of steel tube with sheet metal 
shear panels. The Armature is then painted black and ¾” MDF plywood is applied to outer 
surfaces for foam bonding. Four wheel independent suspension is manufactured and 
installed to provide correct wheel geometry with camber, toe and ride height adjustment. A 
basic steering fixture is supplied to accommodate moving the model. The suspension 
upright is manufactured using Timken automotive wheel bearings and can accommodate a 
standard brake rotor and caliper. (Brake components not included in kit, available 
separately) Setup cones will be provided on Armature for setting up a surface plate. Please 
specify cone layout and heights. 

Typical Lead Time: 4 weeks
Cost: $17,500

Option 1: Rear suspension can be replaced with beam axle assembly to achieve 
correct appearance for front wheel drive cars. Please see details under Rear 
Beam Axle Assembly elsewhere in this section of the catalog.
No additional cost or lead time.

Option 2: A rigid towing arm attached to the front of the vehicle chassis can be provided 
for non-running show cars that will allow the vehicle to be pulled to simulate 
the vehicle in motion.
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Chassis and Armatures

Interior Hard Model Armature

The Armature assembly consists of a frame engineered to correct size for model from 
provided customer data. The Armature is manufactured using steel tube and sheet metal 
shear panels. Armature is then painted black and ¾” MDF plywood applied to inner 
surfaces for foam bonding.

Standard commercial vehicle hinges and latches are uses for doors to ensure good 
alignment and secure closing. Armatures are provided with setup cones for setup on a 
surface plate as well as castors. Additionally, we can engineer the model components from 
the design data and provide tooling data that can be brought directly to the CNC service 
provider.

Typical Lead Time: 4 weeks
Cost: $19,500

Scale Model Bases

Our scale model bases are based on a sheet of 1” aluminum honeycomb with aluminum 
skins to provide superior stiffness an light weight. Honeycomb will be bonded to REN board 
and 1” thick plywood base.

Typical Lead Time: 1 week
Cost: $1,500

Motorcycle Frames

Complete motorcycle frames can be manufactured to suit a wide variety of model types. 
CNC Machined engine mock-ups can be manufactured and installed in preparation for 
model development. Any type of fork or spring and swing arm arrangement can be 
accommodated. Frames are manufactured in steel or aluminum based on your 
requirements.

Typical Lead Time: 2-3 weeks
Cost: $5,500 Depending on requirements
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Suspension and Steering Components

A-Arms, Upper

A-Arms are manufactured in 4130 chrome-moly tubing and TIG welded. Inboard pivot 
points use Delrin bushings for mounting to chassis. Outboard pivot points have adjusting 
barrels with rod-ends to allow for camber adjustments without the need to remove any 
components. A-Arms will be powder coated black.

Typical Lead Time: 2 weeks
Cost: $275 Each

A-Arms, Lower

A-Arms are manufactured in 4130 chrome-moly tubing and TIG welded. Inboard pivot 
points use Delrin bushings for mounting to chassis. Outboard pivot points have adjusting 
barrels with rod-ends to allow for track adjustments without the need to remove any 
components. Mounting points for coil over style shock and toe link will be provided. A-Arms 
will be powder coated black.

Typical Lead Time: 2 weeks
Cost: $375 Each

Shocks and Coil Springs

Shock absorbers and dampers can be provided. Due to installation requirements shocks 
and springs will be selected and priced on a per project basis. Please provide length of 
shock eye to eye. Please provide length and rate in lbs/in for springs. 

Typical Lead Time: 2 weeks
Cost: Shocks range $200 to $400 Each, Springs typically $85 each

Wheel Bearing Hub Assemblies

We use Timken manufactured bearing assemblies to ensure quality and durability. These 
preassembled and lubricated assemblies bolt directly to the uprights and will accommodate 
most wheel bolt patterns. Please specify required bolt circle diameter and number of studs.

Typical Lead Time: 2 weeks
Cost: $150 Each
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Suspension and Steering Components

Suspension Upright

Uprights manufactured in 1018 steel plate and TIG welded. Upper and lower pivots will the 
be threaded to accept rod end attachment. Uprights are predrilled for Timken wheel 
bearing assemblies with built in axles. (Bearings assemblies purchased separately.) Tabs 
for mounting brake calipers provided based on brake components selected. (Please refer 
to brake section of the catalog.) Upright will be powder coated black. Please specify LH or 
RH.

Typical Lead Time: 2 weeks
Cost: $550

Rear Beam Axle (For front wheel drive vehicles)

The rear beam axle assembly provides the correct appearance of a beam axle for front 
wheel drive cars. The beam axle assembly consists of a 1018 steel tube sub-frame that 
carries a tube axle. Frame assembly bolts directly to bottom of model armature. The axle 
has flanges on either end to accept Timken wheel bearing assemblies. Camber, caster and 
toe are not adjustable. Frame and axle shaft will be powder coated black.

Typical Lead Time: 2 weeks
Cost: $1250

Hydraulic Steering System (no steering column)

This unique steering system uses a small positive displacement pump installed at the 
steering wheel which drives a hydraulic cylinder that steers the wheels. Fail safe and very 
reliable, this system allows the designer freedom to locate the steering wheel almost 
anywhere since no steering column is required. Stainless steel hydraulic braided lines 
transfer the steering inputs to the hydraulic steering unit. 

Typical Lead Time: 3 weeks
Cost: Varies depending on vehicle requirements

Mustang II Steering Rack and Pinion

New manual rack and pinion steering assembly. Input shaft is 9/16” Dia x 26 tooth spline. 
16” mounting centers.

Typical Lead Time: 1 week
Cost: $299
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Braking System Components

Brake kits include all components or one axle, either front or rear. Complete functional 
systems can be engineered and supplied for any customer application using our 
proprietary brake simulation software.

Complete Concept Car Braking System

Complete system is engineered to your specifications for your vehicle. Systems are non-
power assisted and will provide a firm pedal feel that is suitable for performance driving. Kit 
includes all components needed for installation: master cylinders, bias bar, calipers, 
adapters, rotors, rotor hats, 18” flexible brake lines.

Typical Lead Time: 4 weeks
Cost: $12,000 to $20,000 depending on system requirements

Brake Kit - 6 Piston Calipers and 13” Diameter Rotors

Brembo manufactured calipers and rotors typically used on the front axle due to large size. 
Kit includes Calipers, brake pads, rotors, rotor hats, caliper mounting brackets. Rotor hats 
will be anodized black.

Typical Lead Time: 3 weeks
Cost: $12,500

Brake Calipers -4 Piston Calipers and 12” Diameter Rotors

Brembo manufactured calipers and rotors are typically used on front or rear axles. Kit 
includes calipers, brake pads, rotors, rotor hats, caliper mounting brackets. Rotor hats will 
be anodized black.

Typical Lead Time: 3 weeks
Cost: $5,750

Brake Calipers -2 Piston Calipers and 10.5” Diameter Rotors

Brembo manufactured calipers and rotors can be used on the front or rear axles. Kit 
includes calipers, brake pads, rotors, rotor hats, caliper mounting brackets. Rotor hats will 
be anodized black.

Typical Lead Time: 3 weeks
Cost: $4,000
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Braking System Components

Braided Hydraulic Brake Lines

Stainless steel braided brake lines are available in virtually any length with fittings to suit 
your requirements. Please specify length, fitting type and thread size.

Typical Lead Time: 2 weeks
Cost: $150

Hanging Pedal Assembly

Firewall mounted clutch and brake pedal assembly is manufactured in steel with wide 
pedals. This pedal assembly fits all common master cylinders.

Typical Lead Time: 2 weeks
Cost: $350

Electric Emergency Brake

One button activation and release for the emergency brake systems. Mounts rigidly to 
chassis and directly interfaces with parking brake cable. Includes 12’ long wiring harness 
ready to accept switch.

Typical Lead Time: 2 weeks
Cost: $1900
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Engine and Transmission

Power Train Package

We are currently working on standard engine transmission packages that can be 
engineered into a concept car for a no-fuss running and driving show car. Several 
packages are in development. Our base package includes a complete 2 liter engine with 
Motec engine management, engine looms, bell housing, and a non-computer controlled 
automatic transmission. 

We can provide engine and transmission combinations to suit your show car requirements 
from four to eight cylinder engines, front / rear or all wheel drive, automatic or manual 
transmissions, and electric power trains. Please contact us for more details.

Electronic Shift Controller

This controller provides a simple push button selection of gears for an automatic 
transmission. It includes switches, a controller and an enclosure with electric actuator. It 
can be used with most vehicles.

Typical Lead Time: 2 weeks
Cost:$1,800

Mercedes Benz Style Stalk Shift Control

Similar to the above controller, except the gear selection is accomplished using a stalk 
mounted switch. To select park, the lever is pushed inward. For neutral, soft up or down on 
the lever. For drive hard up on the lever. Reverse hard down on the lever.

Typical Lead Time: 3 weeks
Cost: $2,750
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Electrical Systems

ATG will work with you to determine all system requirements based on the required 
functionality and vehicle architecture. Electrical systems include all looms, relays, fuses 
and programmable logic controllers (PLC) to run and control all interior and exterior 
lighting and kinematic systems. Systems are designed to interface with electronic and 
hydraulic systems to provide complete control. These systems operate completely 
independently from power train electronics and engine management. Systems do not 
include electrical devices such as light fixtures, limit switches, motors, solenoids and 
power converters which are sold separately. ATG provides installation services on all 
systems as needed.

Show Car Lighting Electrical System - Basic

Basic electrical system powers and provides on/off control to interior and exterior lighting. 
The system is engineered to achieve customer functionality using relays and switches 
only. Electrically operated door releases and drop glass control are included. Looms will 
be manufactured using GPT wire and covered with expandable sleeve and shrink wrap. 
All ends are terminated using Metri-pac 150 connectors. We provide all engineering and 
wiring from the power source to the device, in a package ready to install. For advanced 
lighting control and special lighting sequences, see PLC-based kit below.

Typical Lead Time: 4 weeks
Cost: $14,500

Show Car lighting Electrical System – PLC Based

Similar to above, but PLC-based micro controller allows for advanced lighting sequences. 
A key-fob with eight functions will be provided and can be used to control any of the 
lighting or kinematic functions. Eight hours of installation support and PLC debugging time 
included.

Typical Lead Time: 4 weeks
Cost: $16,000

Complete Show Car Electrical System – PLC Based

The complete PLC system provides on/off/automatic control of lights and kinematics. The 
PLC can control virtually any combination of electric or hydraulic systems to provide true 
automated functionality. This system is ideally suited to vehicles with complicated 
requirements such as motorized shut faces, kinematic systems, timing of critical events, 
unique lighting sequences and remote control features. Due to the complexity of these 
systems, ATG will work you to determine all requirements and engineer the system to 
meet your needs. Eight hours of installation support and PLC debugging time is included.

Typical Lead Time: 5 weeks
Cost Varies $16,000 to $25,000
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Electrical Systems

Electrical Components

Following are some of the most useful electrical components we have found for building a 
concept car. They will allow you to assemble a complete kinematic or lighting system when 
used with one of our wiring loom packages. We stock most of these items or can get them 
in just a few days.

•Door latches with built in solenoids and pin switch
•Door release solenoids
•Linear actuators for shut faces
•Window regulators
•Key-Fob Remotes 2 to 16 button
•Windshield wiper motor assemblies
•Electric mirror adjuster assemblies and switches
•Main power kill switches
•Show power 4 position selector switches
•Precision rotary connectors (aka clock springs)
•Battery level gauges
•120VAC to 12VDC show power converters
•Battery isolators
•LCD display screens
•Miniature color video cameras
•Color LCD Touch screen (Cutting edge replacement for switch boxes)
•Optima Batteries
•Anderson connectors
•Fuse and relay bases

LED Lighting Systems

ATG can assist in the design and manufacture of any lighting system. We have experience 
with LED, Halogen, Neon, Fiber Optics and Electro luminescent films. We can help create 
the lighting effect you desire.

Touch Screen Controls

Touch screen controls are a high tech replacement to switch boxes. Manufactured for use 
with PLC lighting systems, it provides total flexibility to designers to create any graphic they 
desire for the control panel. 
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Vehicle Testing and Development

Our experienced test team can put your development vehicle thorough a rigorous testing 
program to: verify performance, increase performance, evaluate NVH, baseline electric or 
hybrid drive system, and provide durability testing.

On / Off Highway Vehicle Testing

Turn key test program logistics and execution can be provided. Our engineers will organize 
and run a test program on city streets or a large motorsport facility to achieve the results 
you need.  All manner of dynamic testing can be performed, including basic performance 
tests like the skid pad, slalom, acceleration and braking performance. Aerodynamic testing 
such as drag, down force, center of pressure, and rolling resistance measurements can be 
carried out. Further, durability and endurance  testing can be carried out to verify the 
performance of particular sub-systems or a complete vehicle.

Typical Lead Time: Varies based on requirements
Cost: Varies based on requirements

Complete Vehicle Analysis

A complete vehicle chassis can be engineered and manufactured to suit any level of 
project from prove out model to complete dynamic testing and evaluation. FEA analysis 
and simulation can be performed using ADAMS.

Typical Lead Time: Varies based on customer requirements
Cost: Varies based on customer requirements

Examples of some successfully executed test programs:
• Chassis development of Riley Technologies Daytona Prototype
• 7-post shaker testing with Sachs Dampers
• Engine management development of Radical SR3 racecar
• Chassis component development of Radical SR3 racecar
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Concept and SEMA Car Manufacturing and Low Volume Up-fitting

Our team can provide manufacturing and assembly services for any size project from basic 
components to the manufacturing of a complete show or race car. We have setup our 
manufacturing facility so that it can be partitioned off into secure build areas to protect the 
customers intellectual property while supporting an efficient work flow. 

Concept Vehicle Manufacture and Assembly
ATG provides manufacturing and assembly services as required to jump start your 
program or help out where you may not have the resources available. Our fabrication shop 
combines the skills of expert fabricators and modern equipment to fabricate parts quickly 
and accurately. We work with all types of materials, including aluminum, stainless steel, 
high strength steels and titanium. The fabrication shop personnel are highly trained in 
traditional fabrication skills, including MIG and TIG welding, sheet metal bending, drilling 
and precision assembly, and are capable of meeting a wide variety of fabrication needs. 
Our large surface plate to ensure accurate fixturing and assembly.

SEMA cars

Image cars can be engineered and manufactured for SEMA or any other event. We will 
work with your design team to create a vehicle that is truly spectacular. ATG has 
experienced partners that provide interior trimming, urethane tooling and component 
manufacturing. 
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About Automotive Technology Group

Automotive Technology Group is a privately held California corporation specializing in 
automotive engineering, low volume manufacturing and motorsport program management. 
Our team has a lifetime worth of experience managing top level motorsport programs. 

We are located in Irvine, California, the hub of the automotive design industry. Here we 
have the capability to design, develop, and manufacture race cars or concept vehicles, as 
well as have the production capacity to build more than 100 special projects each year.

Our approach is to design and manufacture as many components and systems in-house or 
with our established technical partners to ensure that we control the quality and costs of 
our programs. To do this, we have invested in the latest equipment; we have our own 
engineering and design offices as well as extensive fabrication facilities. We make all our 
wiring harnesses and electrical systems on site and are the largest provider of concept car 
electrical systems in the United states. 

Engineering Tools Low Volume Manufacturing
Catia V5 Multi-discipline manufacturing
Solidworks 2006 Surface plate and fabrication facilities
AutoCad Composite tooling and manufacturing
Cosmos FEA JIT manufacturing principles
ADAMS Experienced technicians
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Project Portfolio

Please enjoy the following sample of projects where we have contributed to the overall 
success of the project to the customers delight.
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2006 Season Race Engineering 
and Data Acquisition for 
Truspeed Motorsports

ATG is the largest U.S.
manufacturer and supplier

of replacement and upgrade
components for the

Radical line of racecars

Ford Airstream
Complete electrical
system manufacture

& install. PLC based with
remote control of kinematics

and lighting sequences

Kia Kue
Complete electrical

system manufacture & install.
basic system with remote

control functionality

Jeep Trail Hawk
Complete electrical
system manufacture

& install. Basic system with
PLC based electronic
transmission control

Dodge Hornet 
Complete electrical
system manufacture

& install of basic system.

Mazda Kabura
Complete electrical
system manufacture

& install. PLC based with
remote control of kinematics

and lighting sequences

Dodge Rampage
Engineered mid-gate

kinematics and
provided new electrical 

system after original supplier
failed to deliver

Piper Piperjet
Complete electrical

system manufacture & install.
basic lighting system with

show power and air conditioning
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